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ABSTRACT
Upstreammean semidiurnal internal tidal energy flux has been found in theGulf Stream in hydrodynamical
model simulations of the Atlantic Ocean. Amajor source of the energy in the simulations is the south edge of
Georges Bank, where strong and resonant Gulf of Maine tidal currents are found. An explanation of the flux
pattern within the Gulf Stream is that internal wave modal rays can be strongly redirected by baroclinic
currents and even trapped (ducted) by current jets that feature strong velocities above the thermocline that
are directed counter to the modal wavenumber vector (i.e., when the waves travel upstream). This ducting
behavior is analyzed and explained here with ray-based wave propagation studies for internal wave modes
with anisotropic wavenumbers, as occur in mesoscale background flow fields. Two primary analysis tools are
introduced and then used to analyze the strong refraction and ducting: the generalized Jones equation gov-
erningmodal properties and ray equations that are suitable for studyingwaves with anisotropic wavenumbers.
1. Introduction
The fact that ocean internal waves transport large
amounts of energy and momentum from generation to
dissipation sites has been recognized and examined over
the last few years (Niwa and Hibiya 2001; Ray and
Cartwright 2001; Alford 2003; Buijsman et al. 2016;
Ansong et al. 2017). In addition, dissipation of these
waves is a key contributor to oceanic diapycnal mixing
(Wunsch and Ferrari 2004; Kunze 2017). Therefore,
knowing both internal wave generation sites and prop-
agation paths can inform us of important geographic
locations of internal wave dissipation and associated
mixing. However, this knowledge is elusive; beyond not
knowing the geography of many processes, we also do
not know all the details of wave kinematics and dy-
namics. Here we present evidence of oceanic internal
tides (internal waves at tidal frequency) being strongly
refracted (a kinematic effect) by the Gulf Stream, a
western boundary current that features a strong baro-
clinic jet, and explain the effects with ray-based wave
propagation methods. Specifically, modal ray trajectories
in the x, y plane of internal wave modes are computed
and examined. In fact, the waves appear to be trapped in
(ducted by) the jet, traveling upstream (Fig. 1), with
only a fraction of the incident energy penetrating the
baroclinic Gulf Stream currents.
The model product suggesting internal tide refraction
and trapping (Fig. 1) is taken from a hydrodynamic
global ocean model with realistic atmospheric and tidal
forcing. The figure shows internal tide energy flux for the
region; interaction of the internal tide and the current is
strongly implied. To study and explain the trapping be-
havior in theGulf Stream, and internal tide interaction with
other subtidal-frequency and steady-state features, this pa-
per first introduces ray-based methods for investigating in-
ternal tide modal propagation in baroclinic currents and
then studies the internal tide–eddy field interaction.
Many studies have confirmed that low-mode internal
tides propagate long distances (e.g., Ray andMitchum1996;Corresponding author: Timothy F. Duda, tduda@whoi.edu
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Dushaw et al. 2011; Li and Farmer 2011), but this does
not mean that the waves are immune to loss mecha-
nisms. Some internal tide energy may be transferred to
subtidal flows or eddies through wave–current interac-
tions, and another fractionmay scatter into higher-mode
waves more prone to immediate dissipation (Dunphy
and Lamb 2014;Dunphy et al. 2017). Low-mode internal
tides can be scattered into high modes by bathymetric
roughness (Johnston and Merryfield 2003; Johnston
et al. 2003; Mathur et al. 2014). Further conversion
pathways are into high-frequency mode-one nonlinear
internal waves (NIWs) in deep water (Li and Farmer
2011;Warn-Varnas et al. 2010), into mode-one NIWs on
continental shelves immediately after generation (Sherwin
1988; Holloway et al. 1997), and into NIWs upon moving
(as a long wave) from deep water to shallow water
(implied by Nash et al. 2012). The resultant NIWs from
these processes have high energy density and high shear
and are prone to decay. Note that the propagated energy
may also decay via the ubiquitous shear instability pro-
cesses that continually erode the internal wave field
(Kunze 2017). The point is that the generation and decay
sites are far apart. Efforts to understand the distribution
of internal tide source regions and sink (mixing) regions
in the world’s ocean, the details of propagation, and the
effect on ocean circulation and climate represent an active
research area supporting multiple approaches. The
ray-based approach to wave propagation in baroclinic
currents taken here is well suited to building un-
derstanding of energy propagation pathways and is
complementary to coupled-mode approaches, discussed
in the next paragraph. Ray-based (geometrical regime)
analysis of waves is valuable for interpreting direction-
ality of energy flux and is adopted here to interpret
the energy flux patterns. Internal tidal modes propa-
gating in barotropic currents have been previously ex-
amined using ray methods (Rainville and Pinkel 2006),
but previously used ray methods are inadequate for
examining the effects of baroclinic currents.
The interaction of the internal tide and the Gulf
Stream has been studied in detail in two recent papers
(Kelly and Lermusiaux 2016; Kelly et al. 2016). These
papers use a coupled-mode propagation formalism to
demonstrate that a southward-moving internal tide can
be refracted by the Gulf Stream, which features strong
baroclinic currents and horizontal density gradients. The
ray-based analysis of this paper gives complementary
insight into the paths of energy propagation. Impor-
tantly, Kelly and Lermusiaux (2016) show that the Gulf
Stream produces regions of high mode-one internal tide
energy-flux divergence, explained by tide-mean-flow
terms in the mode-one energy balance. They also state
that advection explains most of the tide-mean-flow in-
teraction, suggesting that geometric wave theory ex-
plains mode-one internal tide interaction with the Gulf
Stream, and demonstrate that internal tides can refract
FIG. 1. Depth-integrated semidiurnal internal tide energy flux vectors and SSH (colors)
extracted from the 8-kmHYCOM simulation. Fluxes and SSH are averaged over the month of
January 2012. Energy flux is the time-averaged vertically integrated product of the semidiurnal
bandpass velocity vector and the pressure anomaly associated with semidiurnal vertical mo-
tions. The beam that radiates from Georges Bank (marked GB) appears to be trapped in the
Gulf Stream, propagating upstream toward Cape Hatteras.
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strongly at an idealized jet representing theGulf Stream,
or reflect, depending on incident angle. The coupled-
mode studies of the Kelly et al. (2016) paper offer an
explanation for variable internal tide energy incident to
the Middle Atlantic Bight area (Nash et al. 2012).
The main themes of this paper are to present some
aspects of internal tide propagation in the Gulf Stream,
then use the aforementioned ray-based (geometrical
regime) approach to explain them. First, we present
evidence from the global Hybrid Coordinate Ocean
Model (HYCOM; Bleck 2002; Arbic et al. 2010) that the
Gulf Stream (and other baroclinic jets, by analogy) can
strongly refract and/or trap internal tide energy. We
then explain this using a new combination of mode and
ray analysis methods. The new methods should be gen-
erally applicable to transbasin baroclinic wave propa-
gation studies. The ray method is chosen because it is
suited to study refraction and wave ducting with more
focus than the coupled-mode approach (Kelly et al.
2016). Removing coupling in the coupled-normal mode
approach would be an alternative method for studying
single-mode wave refraction that would add full wave
phenomena such as diffraction but requires a more
elaborate computation and diagnostic analyses to fully
disclose refraction relative to a ray approach. Another
alternative would be full computational approach such
as used by Zaron and Egbert (2014), based on, for ex-
ample, output from the model used to make Fig. 1. The
computational approach can more fully and reliably
quantify the effects of subtidal flow features on internal
tide characteristics, but is not naturally suited to ex-
plaining the physics of the trapping.
The mode analysis here uses a new equation for
properties of modes in arbitrary sheared background
currents. The equation is a generalization of an existing
equation by Jones (1967), while Jones’ equation is itself a
generalization of an equation used earlier (Eady 1949).
A solution method for the equation is outlined. An im-
portant character of modes in shear is that the wave
speed and modal shapes at a given location can be
functions of wave direction, for example, the modal
properties are anisotropic. It is convenient but incom-
plete to refer to the modes as having anisotropic wave-
numbers, as there is also spatial dependence, that is,
modal properties are heterogeneous. The local-mode
approximation is adopted here, as there is no reasonable
alternative.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
some of the current knowledge of internal tide genera-
tion and propagation. Section 3 shows HYCOM evi-
dence for internal tide trapping (ducting) in the Gulf
Stream. Section 4 presents equations for internal wave
modes properties, including the general equation that
allows sheared background currents and rotation. Section 5
presents ray equations for waves that have anisotropic
wavenumbers (anisotropic phase velocity). Section 6
applies the ray-tracing method to modes propagating
in a Gulf Stream area where they appear to be trap-
ped, with mode properties being computed with the
methods of section 4. Section 7 is a discussion and
summary.
2. Internal tide generation and propagation
Internal gravity waves at the low end of the allowable
frequency range for freely propagating waves are com-
monly found in stratified waters of the oceans. The
waves at the lowest cutoff frequency are known as near-
inertial waves, and those at or near the frequencies of
tidal constituents are known as internal tides and as
baroclinic tides. These waves are heavily influenced by
the rotation of the earth. The basic properties of these
waves andmany details for specific oceanic scenarios are
known (Vlasenko et al. 2005).
The world’s barotropic tides drive baroclinic tides by
the action of moving stratified water across gravitational
potential surfaces at sloping bathymetric features. In
general, this effect tends to form internal tidal beams
that are vertically narrow, composed of many modes
(Vlasenko et al. 2005; Garrett and Kunze 2007; Zhang
and Duda 2013), but observations show that modal
dispersion and dissipation lead to mode-one waves be-
ing strong and identifiable away from the source regions,
both in deep ocean basins and on continental shelves
(e.g., Sherwin 1988; Ray and Mitchum 1996; Alford and
Zhao 2007; Dushaw et al. 2011; Klymak et al. 2011; Li
and Farmer 2011; Zhao et al. 2016). At a given location
and time, mode-one waves have vertical displacements
throughout the water column that are all of the same
sign, and behave much like interfacial internal waves
in a two-layer environment, the simplest archetype en-
vironment that can support baroclinic waves. Mode-one
ray trajectories are the primary subject of this paper.
Satellite observations of tidal-frequency surface ele-
vations yield signals at the wavelengths of baroclinic
internal wave modes, which are short with respect to
barotropic waves, showing that baroclinic waves sustain
substantial momentum and energy fluxes in many ocean
regions. Mode-one waves dominate these observations,
with fewer records showing identifiable propagating higher
modes in the deep ocean (Johnston et al. 2003; Ray and
Zaron 2016) and a few studies examining the conversion
of mode-one waves to higher mode waves (Legg 2014;
Haji 2015). Measurements fromwithin the sea also show
the dominance of mode-one waves, further supporting
the hypothesis that mode-one internal tides carry a
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substantial fraction of internal wave energy transport in
the ocean. Kelly et al. (2013) argue that 50% of upper
ocean semidiurnal internal tidal energy is contained in
mode one, equaling 500 Jm22, and that the flux rate into
these tides globally is 0.21–0.3 TW, yielding a decay time
scale of 7–21 days. Considering a typical group speed of
2.5m s21, Kelly et al. (2013) show that these waves
typically propagate 1500–4500km before dissipation or
conversion. For these reasons this paper concentrates on
the propagation of mode-one internal tides, in isolation
from many important generation, dissipation, and mode-
conversion processes.
The results presented here build on some recent in-
ternal tide process studies. The fundamental physical
effect of baroclinic tide generation by action of the
barotropic tide at a sloping seabed is fairly well un-
derstood, but nuances of the process are still being ex-
amined and uncovered (e.g., Zhang et al. 2008; Zhang
and Swinney 2014; Zhang and Duda 2013; Zhang et al.
2014; Paoletti et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2017). Time de-
pendence of the ocean imparts a subtidally time-varying
transfer function to the process. Time-varying factors
influential to baroclinic tide response are stratification
(Gerkema et al. 2004), subtidal currents (Kerry et al.
2014; Lamb and Dunphy 2016), and incident internal
tides (Kelly and Nash 2010).
Many works have addressed internal tide propagation
from regional to large oceanic scales. Park and Watts
(2006) used a ray trace method to model how currents
act to deflect internal tide propagation paths, comparing
results with field data. Ponte and Klein (2015) demon-
strated the low-mode wave–eddy interaction by ana-
lyzing sea level in simulations. Dunphy et al. (2017)
studied the pronounced effects of turbulent ocean
eddies on low-mode internal tide propagation with
a computational model, analyzing wave–‘‘slow flow’’
interaction terms. Demonstrations of an ability to
measure and study real-ocean internal tide signals were
made by Dushaw (2002, 2003, 2006). This was followed
by altimetric mapping of mode-one internal tides in
the Pacific Ocean (Zhao and Alford 2009; Zhao et al.
2011), a data-based study of the Hawaii area (Zhao
et al. 2010), and a study using both data and compu-
tational modeling to analyze generation and propaga-
tion south of Hawaii (Rainville et al. 2010).
3. Refracted and trapped internal tides
Interaction of coastally generated internal tides with
the variableGulf Streamhas been analyzed byKelly and
Lermusiaux (2016) and suspected to cause intermittency
of the internal tide conditions of the western North
Atlantic. Motivated by this, internal tides were analyzed
in ocean model output for this area. We use recent
simulations of global HYCOM with a horizontal reso-
lution of 8 km (1/12.58) and 4km (1/258), which are dis-
cussed by Ansong et al. (2015) and Savage et al. (2017),
respectively. The simulations employ atmospheric forcing
from theNavyGlobal EnvironmentalModel (NAVGEM;
Hogan et al. 2014), geopotential tidal forcing for the five
largest semidiurnal and diurnal tidal constituents, and
linear wave drag to account for the unresolved high-
vertical mode internal tide generation and to dampen
low modes (Ansong et al. 2015; Buijsman et al. 2016).
Following Buijsman et al. (2015), this wave drag is tuned
to minimize tidal sea surface elevation errors with re-
spect to the TPXO8 atlas (Egbert et al. 1994). Both the
8- and 4-km simulations feature 41 layers in the vertical
direction. The HYCOM simulations with tides have
been extensively compared with observations, and it
has been found that the propagation of surface and
low-mode internal tides have been accurately simu-
lated (Shriver et al. 2012; Ansong et al. 2015; Buijsman
et al. 2016; Ansong et al. 2017).
In this paper, we use hourly model data for the month
of January 2012 for 8-km HYCOM and for 2 weeks in
July 2014 for 4-km HYCOM. Only northwest Atlantic
fields are processed. For both simulations, we compute
the depth-integrated semidiurnal baroclinic energy
fluxes F5 (1/H)
ÐÐ
u0p0 dz dt at hourly time steps, where
u0 and p0 are the 10–14-h band-passed semidiurnal hor-
izontal baroclinic velocity vector and baroclinic pressure
anomaly, respectively; z is the vertical coordinate; t is
time; and H is water depth (Buijsman et al. 2016). We
compute monthly-mean semidiurnal energy fluxes and
mean sea surface height (SSH) for the 8-km simulation,
while we compute nonoverlapping 25-h mean energy
fluxes and 48-h mean subtidal fields over a 14-day period
for the 4-km simulation. The 25-h period is the average
over two semidiurnal tidal cycles. The 48-h period is
chosen to average over both semidiurnal and diurnal
frequencies. The discrepancy in duration between the
tidal flux and subtidal field averaging periods does not
affect the analysis in this paper. Both the 8-km simula-
tion in Fig. 1 and the 4-km simulation in all other figures
in this paper show internal tide refraction, reflection,
and trapping by the Gulf Stream. We perform a more
in-depth analysis of the 4-km simulation because it
has a more developed (sub)mesoscale field and its
internal tide field is more time variable than in the
8-km simulation.
In Fig. 1, the trapping of the semidiurnal internal tide
by the Gulf Stream in the 8-km simulation in an average
sense is clearly seen, quantified by prominent high-
valued mean energy flux vectors directed against the
current jet. Internal tidal energy moving south from
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Georges Bank that stems from the strong Gulf of Maine
tidal currents appears to branch at 368 –378N, with a flux
of about 1 kWm21 directed westward against the Gulf
Stream main jet. Because the Gulf Stream meanders
with a time constant much shorter than a month, the
mean vectors are the sum of time-variable flux vectors.
Flux vectors computed with a shorter time average of
25h are shown in Fig. 2 for the 4-km simulation. It is ap-
parent that the southward energy flux is interrupted by the
Gulf Stream jet, quantified in Fig. 3. Upstream flux is vis-
ible in Fig. 2a. Using modal analysis and ray propagation
methods, presented in the next two sections, we examine
internal tide refraction and ducting in theGulf Stream, and
internal tide–current interaction more generally.
FIG. 2. Depth-integrated semidiurnal internal tide energy flux vectors, SSH (colors), and
mean surface current vectors from the 4-km HYCOM simulation are shown for two time
windows, each two semidiurnal periods in length. (a) A weak flux window, 1 Jul 2014. (b) A
strong fluxwindow, 12 days later. The arrow length for flux of 0.05Wm21 is shown. Isobaths are
shown for 0, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000m.
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4. Internal wave mode properties in baroclinic
currents
Typically the modal methods applied to internal tides
use the normal modes of the system that stem from a
separation of variables approach. These modes form a
complete mathematical set but do not conveniently
apply to situations with baroclinic currents, so we
take an approach of using modes that explicitly in-
clude the effect of currents on the modal properties.
In turn, the effect on modal properties drives an ef-
fect on propagation. The approach to finding the modes
seeks solutions that are plane waves in the horizontal, so
lateral uniformity is assumed at this point, often called
the ‘‘local mode approximation’’ because it will yield
different modes at different localities within a hetero-
geneous environment. With this approach, an equation
governing internal gravity wave modal properties in a
rotating fluid with uniform geostrophic currents that are
everywhere parallel was derived some years ago (Jones
1967). A version of this equation extended to cover
conditions of geostrophic currents that rotate with
depth, and are thus two-dimensional, can be derived
using identical methods. The Boussinesq approximation
is used, and a small-amplitude (linear) approximation is
made. For horizontally progressive harmonic waves
of the form c(x, y, z, t)5 w^(z) exp(2ivt1 ikx1 ily)5
w^(z) ~w(x, y) exp(2ivt), the extended Jones equation for
modal properties is
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
w^5 0, (1)
where f is the Coriolis parameter, N(z) is the buoyancy
frequency, and v0 is the depth-dependent intrinsic wave
frequency in a Lagrangian frame following the geostrophic
background current, that is, v0(z) 5 v 2 ku0(z) 2 ly0(z).
This equation reduces to the equation of Jones (1967)
for parallel background flow. Jones’ formulation specifies
FIG. 3. Net meridional transport of internal tidal energy is plotted for 12 time windows
extracted from 4-km HYCOM. At the top is the tidal height prediction (m) from the Oregon
State University ‘‘East Coast’’ regional tide inverse model (http://volkov.oce.orst.edu/tides/
otis.html) for a site on Georges Bank. The longitude range is 2888–3038 (728–578W). See Fig. 2
to view the flux vectors for the first and last time intervals.
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currents u0(z) only in the direction of k, but allows the
wave to be in another direction (i.e., l can be nonzero).
We call solutions of (1) the ‘‘full modes.’’
If the background current u0(z) 5 (u0, y0) is set to
zero, then v0(z)5v and the governing equation reduces
to the ‘‘standard’’ internal wave mode equation with
rotation
d2w^
dz2
1
(N22v2)
(v22 f 2)
jkj2w^5 0, (2)
where wavenumber k5 (k, l). If the background current
is depth independent, the equation becomes
d2w^
dz2
1
[N22 (v2 k  u
0
)2]
[(v2 k  u
0
)22 f 2]
jkj2w^5 0, (3)
which shows that the dispersion relation v(k) consistent
with (2) applies to waves in the Lagrangian frame. In the
case of f 5 0, the full equation reduces to the Taylor–
Goldstein equation
d2w^
dz2
1
"
N2
(U2 c)2
2 jkj22 d
2U/dz2
U2 c
#
w^5 0, (4)
whereU5 (k  u0)/jkj is the background flow component
parallel to the internal wave direction and c5 v/jkj. Only
the background flow component parallel to the modal
wave vector is relevant in the Taylor–Goldstein equation.
Table 1 shows which of five physical effects are taken into
account in each of six baroclinic mode equations.
The full-mode equation [(1)] is a fifth-order equation in
wavenumber and is a polynomial eigenvalue problem. It
can be solved for modal phase speeds (eigenvalues) cn(u)
after conversion to a fifth-order polynomial function of
the modal phase speed c(u) 5 v/jkj measured in the geo-
graphic coordinate system,where u is the angle of thewave
vector k. In general, each cn(u) is anisotropic, and n in-
dicatesmode index. (Figures that show cn for a singlemode
substitute cp for cn.) It is also important to note that be-
cause c is the phase velocity in the Eulerian reference
frame tied to Earth’s surface, the effects of baroclinic and
barotropic horizontal flow on the wave propagation are
subsumed into the modal properties. Using the standard
solution methods for polynomial eigenvalue problems
(Tisseur 2000), a solution is formed that is a function of
the desired modal profile v^(z). The solution functions
(built from the mode shapes) are orthogonal, but the
mode shapes v^(z) are not. Figure 4 shows properties of
modes one and two computed using example current and
stratification profiles for a location in the Gulf Stream,
with fields extracted from 48-h averaged (detided) 4-km
HYCOM model output. Mode one has a minimum
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speed in the direction ;2708, opposite the Gulf Stream
baroclinic jet, enabling trapping of energy because rays in
directions slightly above or below the direction of mini-
mum could be refracted back into and across the jet center
axis, cyclically. Figure 5 shows modal properties computed
using the conditions used in Fig. 4, with the single alteration
of using barotropic currents in place of the current profiles
to obtain the solutions. Modal properties computed with
these differing current fields are quite different. Note that
the strength of the current at the location of highest density
gradient has amajor effect onmode-one anisotropy, so that
using the smaller barotropic current in place of the baro-
clinic current reduces the mode-one anisotropy.
5. Ray tracing of modal waves with anisotropic
speed
Baroclinic mode propagation can be described in
general terms by a system of coupled mode equations
(Pierce 1965; Kelly et al. 2016). In many situations
the mode coupling is weak because very pronounced
bathymetry is required for strong coupling (Johnston and
Merrifield 2003; Johnston et al. 2003; Kelly et al. 2016)
and the equations can be decoupled under the adiabatic
approximation (Milder 1969). In this approximation the
modes do not exchange energy and the propagation of
each mode can be described by the Helmholtz equation
(Rainville and Pinkel 2006; Zhao et al. 2016). The
coupled-mode approach requires that modes be or-
thogonal, which the full modes are not, so that approach
can only be approximate if full modes in baroclinic flows
are used. However, if the coupling terms that link the
equations are weak (adiabatic approximation), the be-
havior of a mode can be studied in isolation from the
others with reasonable accuracy.
The behavior of waves with anisotropic speed is dis-
cussed in general terms by Landau and Lifshitz (1960).
A key aspect of the waves, proven elegantly in the book,
FIG. 4. Mode properties are computed for conditions extracted from the 4-km HYCOM simulation. (a) Phase
speed (m s21) for modes one and two as a function of wave direction (zero is eastward, anticlockwise sense). The
phase speeds c1(u) and c2(u) for modes one and two resemble circles but are not. The black line is the current
hodograph. (b) The magnitudes of the mode-one shapes are shown as a function of wave direction. (c) The east u
and north y current profiles. (d) TheN profile. (e) A surface depiction of mode-one magnitude mapped onto wave
direction. The x and y axes of the plot are east and north, respectively, with a scaled version of the eastward
(x directed) current hodograph shown at the 5000m depth. The modes directed eastward appear nearly triangular
with respect to depth, and the westward modes are more curved.
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is that the ray direction (the direction of energy propaga-
tion) for waves with a defined phase front is normal to the
local wave-vector surface (k surface). Because c(x, y, u)5
v/k(x, y, u), it follows that k(x, y, u) 5 v S(x, y, u), and
that the k(x, y, u) surface coincides with the slowness
S(x, y, u) surface for fixed v, where S 5 1/c. In this sit-
uation, the well-known ray equations that apply to
waves with isotropic S do not apply. Numerous works
address the properties and kinematics of these waves in
elastic media, including in the fields of nondestructive
testing (e.g., Newberry and Thompson 1989) and seis-
mology (e.g., Cervený 1972; Vavrycuk 2006). Note that
the requirement of horizontal uniformity (the local
mode approximation) has been relaxed for wave prop-
agation analysis.
For the common situation of a wave with isotropic S
in a nonmoving two-dimensional medium, the S surface
is a circle and the normal is always directed outward on a
radial. Thus, rays are normal to the phase front. Another
common situation is a wave propagating in a current.
Here, the phase fronts are not always aligned with the
energy-flow direction (the ray direction) because the
wavemay be advected and thus ‘‘crab’’ sideways relative
to the normal to the phase fronts. This is treated in some
detail by Ugincius (1972), who derives the Lagrangian
function for the situation. The wave-in-current situation
is one specific example of a wave with anisotropic
slowness. In that situation, the function S(x, y, u) is equal
to the inverse of the sum of the scalar wave speed
c(x, y) and the projection of the current u(x, y) in the
direction u.
As mentioned, the energy-propagation paths of
progressive horizontal modal waves of form exp(ikx1
ily2 ivt) can be studied in the geometrical regime
using ray tracing. This regime is defined by the wave-
length l not changing too abruptly within the spatial
domain, dl/dx  ’18 (Elmore and Heald 1985).
General equations for rays in three-dimensional in-
homogeneous and anisotropic elastic media are given
by Cervený (1972), but these are intricate and are
not in a convenient form for the study of baro-
clinic tides in the ocean waveguide. The mode equation
FIG. 5. Conditions and modes are shown as in Fig. 4, but the barotropic current is substituted for the depth-
dependent current. (a) Phase speed (m s21) for modes one and two as a function of wave direction (zero is eastward,
anticlockwise sense). (b) Themagnitudes of themode-one shapes are shown as a function of wave direction. (c) The
east u and north y current profiles. (d) TheN profile. (e) A surface depiction of mode-one magnitude mapped onto
wave direction. The current vector is shown at 5000m depth.
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of the previous section allows direct computation of
k(x, y, u) and S(x, y, u) for a given frequency v, so
that only the proper ray equations for the case of
anisotropic S on a plane are needed to complete the
solution. In addition to the ray direction angle b that is
part of every ray solution, a new angle a, the angle of
the normal to the phase front of the propagating signal,
comes into play. Using the angle notation of Ugincius,
the general ray equations are (see the appendix for
derivation)
dx
ds
5Q

S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a

,
dy
ds
5Q

S(a) sina2 cosa
›S
›u

u5a

,
dp
x
ds
5QS(a)
›S
›x
, and
dp
y
ds
5QS(a)
›S
›y
, (5)
FIG. 6. M2 internal tide rays, bathymetry, SSH, energy flux vectors (see Fig. 2), and 48-h surface
currents are shown. The conditions are the time mean of the 1–2 Jul 2014 48-h window of 4-km
HYCOM output (days 182–183). The rays are initialized at the 500-m isobath directed into deep
water. Isobaths shown are 0, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000m. Themaximum current speed is 2.28m s21.
(a) Rays corresponding to the east flux beam. (b) Rays corresponding to the west flux beam.
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with normalization factor
Q5
"
S2(a)1

›S
›u

u5a
2#21/2
. (6)
The angle a(x, y) 5 arc tan(py/px) is the direction of a
vector normal to the phase front, with px 5 ›f/›x and
py 5 ›f/›y being phase derivatives. The slowness value
S(a) is the slowness evaluated at the phase-normal an-
gle, S(x, y, a) with x and y dependence suppressed in the
notation. The coordinates (x, y) define the ray trajectory
which has length increment ds. An auxiliary quantity
that emerges from integration is the slope of the ray path
M, given by
M5
dy
dx
5 tanb5
S(a) sina2 cosa
›S
›u

u5a
S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a
. (7)
At any position on the trajectory the ray angle is b(x, y)5
arc tan(M). Implementing the equations requires the
field S(x, y, u) in the region of the computed ray
trajectory and the specification of the starting phase-
front normal angle a.An initial b can be given and the
consistent initial a can be found because the equation
for M can be rearranged to yield tana as a function of
bwith initial guesses for a and its angular derivative, and
iterated until convergence. For the case of isotropic S
(i.e., ›S/›u 5 0) these equations reduce to established
ray trajectory equations. In the isotropic case a 5 b
(skew angle a 2 b 5 0.)
The ray equations given by (5) and (6) are more
compact than a set of more general ray equations
(Cervený 1972), which is understandable because the
equations given here are valid only for waves traveling
in two dimensions acted on by fewer restoring forces
than exist for waves in elastic media.
6. Ray trajectories in the Gulf of Maine/Gulf
Stream region
The next step in examining modal wave propagation
behavior in the Gulf Stream region is to compute ray
trajectories using the mode and ray-tracing tools. The
mode analysis provides the capability to produce an-
isotropic internal tide modal phase speed fields in this
region having sheared subtidal flow, and the generalized
ray equations allow the effect of the speed anisotropy to
be included. The phase-speed field computation re-
quires background current and stratification over the
domain. These are taken from 48-h averages of the 4-km
HYCOM fields, with the averaging process attenuating
the effects of internal tide. Figure 6 shows mode-one ray
trajectories. The figure also shows bathymetry of the
study area, the surface current vectors for the period
1–2 July 2014, the internal tidal energy flux, the SSH,
and one set of rays computed for this time period.
The rays are computed using the depicted fields,
the full modes [(1)], and anisotropic ray tracing
[(5)]. The rays represent trajectories for mode-one
M2 internal tides moving south from the 500-m isobath
of the continental slope south-southeast of the Gulf
of Maine and Georges Bank area of strong tides
and strong internal tides. The ray paths loosely follow
the energy flux vectors, showing a general agreement
of the ray trajectories and the energy flux com-
puted from the model fields. There is not one-to-one
agreement, but only a single mode propagating adia-
batically is considered, and it should not exactly rep-
licate the HYCOM fluxes that include approximately
the first five modes. Also, note that multiple in-
terfering waves in HYCOM would yield flux point
vectors that would not represent the actual fluxes
(e.g., nodes can occur); spatial averaging would be
required to disclose flux. Trajectories moving up-
stream in the Gulf Stream jet are seen in both panels
of Fig. 6. The eastward trajectories at 408N, 2998E in
Fig. 6a clearly refract to the north away from the
surface jet, while westward rays cross the jet. Most
of the rays in Fig. 6b, from the western source
region, occupy the jet. Fewer than half the rays transit
the Gulf Stream because of the trapping and the
FIG. 7. Ray trajectories for M2-frequency mode-one internal
tides moving south from the Gulf of Maine area are shown. The
colors show the modal phase speed for waves moving at heading
2558 (parallel to the slanted top of the computational domain). The
arrows show the surface current speed and direction. The maxi-
mum current is 2.08m s21. The full-mode equation [(1)] and the
anisotropic ray equations [(5)] are used.
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avoidance, suggesting that less than half of the energy
will cross the jet.
The steps to compute internal tide ray trajectories are
to produce mode-one phase speeds at the required azi-
muths within the domain, then integrate the ray equa-
tions. In practice, the slowness is only needed in a span
of angles surrounding parallel to the ray trajectory in
order to obtain the ray-tangent slowness and the azi-
muthal gradient of slowness. Figure 7 shows a second
example of ray tracing for full-mode semidiurnal M2
mode-one internal tides moving south from the Gulf of
Maine. The rays begin at azimuth 1658 somewhat off-
shore of the continental slope. The ray starting locations
are separated by;14.5 km. Seven of the 11 rays turn and
become trapped traveling upstream against the Gulf
Stream jet. Two other rays turn into the jet in the same
way and are nearly trapped, but strongly refract at the
south boundary and escape to the north. Two rays are
not trapped and continue southward. The rays in the jet
refract repeatedly in the duct created by the phase speed
minimum for rays directed upstream in the jet. The
clockwise bend in the jet facilitates the trapping by re-
ducing the angle between the jet and the rays on the
south side of the jet.
a. Dependence of trapping on mode property and ray
trajectory approximations
The trapping behavior of the full-mode rays is now
analyzed by altering the mode and ray models. First, the
effect of the background current being sheared is stud-
ied by examining ray behavior in the barotropic flow.
This is done by calculating the mean current at each
location and then solving the full-mode equation [(1)]
with these barotropic currents substituted in place of the
FIG. 8. (a) The black lines show the full-mode M2 internal tides ray trajectories computed as in Fig. 7 with the
exception that the barotropic currents at each location are used. The background colors show the modal speed at
wave heading 2558. Themaximum current is 0.57m s21. The full-mode rays of Fig. 7 are shown in white in all panels.
(b) The black lines show the full-mode M2 internal tides ray trajectories computed as in Fig. 7 with the exception
that ›S/›u is set to zero in the ray equations. (c) The black lines show M2 internal tides ray trajectories computed
using anisotropic phase speed fields resulting from the Taylor–Goldstein mode equation [(3)]. (d) The no-current
rays that correspond to stratification-only sensitive modes [(2)] are shown with black lines. In (d) the colors show
the isotropic phase speed (speed at 2558 and all other directions).
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current profiles. Figure 8a shows the resulting rays. The
rays computed using the barotropic current approxi-
mation do not refract as much as the baroclinic current
rays, and none are trapped. Next, the effect of the ›S/›u
terms in the ray equations [(5)] is examined by setting
it to zero (i.e., the isotropic ray equations are used). For
this test, the anisotropic nature of S is otherwise re-
tained. The full-mode solutions with baroclinic current
are used. The results (Fig. 8b) show that the ray trajec-
tories depend on whether this term is included. The
figure shows that the existence of trapping is not de-
pendent on the action of the ›S/›u term, but that tra-
jectory details are. Interestingly, the northbound rays
with and without this term included pass on opposite
sides of a strong eddy.
To examine ray trajectory dependence on whether the
complicated full-mode computation must be made, we
compare the full-mode ray trajectories to those that
result if the Taylor–Goldstein mode equation [(4)]
is used, or the no-current internal wave equation [(2)]
is used. Figures 8c and 8d show that invoking the
approximations inherent in these equations yields
entirely different trajectories and reduced trapping
tendency.
b. Geometrical aspects of rays and ray trapping
All aspects of the ray initial conditions influence the
likelihood of rays becoming trapped in the current jet.
For example, tests demonstrate that small changes in ray
starting positions and angles cause large changes in ray
paths. To further analyze the ray capture (trapping)
behavior in the duct, rays are started at many angles.
Figure 9 shows the sensitivity of the trapping to ray
initial angle. For 14 ray origins, rays are initially directed
FIG. 9. Rays are plotted from one set of initial positions and many initial angles, as indicated. Small arrows on a grid show the surface
current. Trapping occurs for angles of 1498–2018, with trapping proclivity varying strongly between the simulations.
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at 16 differing angles. Rays are trapped over a wide
range of initial angles.
Figure 10 shows full-mode rays traced from a point in
the jet using the generalized ray equations [(5)]. Rays
are initialized at a 58 interval. Rays directed downstream
diverge and exit the jet, whereas rays over about a 1008
span heading upstream become trapped. This means
that rays encountering the jet with grazing angles of less
than about 508 are prone to trapping, or equivalently
that the critical angle for the jet duct is 508.
c. Temporal evolution of ray behavior
Figures 11 and 12 show rays originating in the Gulf of
Maine region computed for conditions in six consecutive
nonoverlapping 2-day time windows. Figure 11 shows rays
in the western flux beam region (Figs. 2, 6) starting at a
FIG. 10. Rays from a single point in the jet initiated at a series of angles are plotted. (a) Rays originating upstream;
initial angles are indicated. (b) Rays originating downstream. The ray at angle 1608 is shown in each plot. Surface
currents are shown, and phase speed at one angle is shown with color in each frame. Rays at 1958–3008 directed
upstream in the jet are effectively trapped for a few hundred kilometers, a 1058 angular spread for trapping, so that
the critical angle for the duct at this time and location is approximately 508.
FIG. 11. Rays moving outward from the 500-m isobath in the western beam are plotted for six 2-day nonoverlapping time windows.
Thirty-eight rays are shown starting at 68858.50W (29181.50E) with an increment of 30 longitude. Surface currents are shown. Isobaths are
shown at 1000-m interval up to 4000m.
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smoothed version of the 500-m isobath at an angle normal
to the smoothed isobath. Figure 12 shows rays for the
eastern beam region created with the same method. For
the western beam, typically fewer than 10 of the 38 rays
plotted penetrate through the Gulf Stream, so that
approximately three quarters of the energy is strongly
refracted and shows either the upstream-directed ray
trapping behavior or downstream ray-diverence behavior.
Rays that are directed obliquely toward the jet in the
downstream orientation see the jet as an antiduct rather
than a duct and are repelled at the northern edge of the jet.
The time variability of the eastern beam is perhaps more
pronounced than for the western beam. The number of
eastern beam rays trapped in the duct ranges from zero to
six, and the geometry of the ray group directed to the east
is highly variable. The geometry of the rays that penetrate
the Gulf Stream is variable for both beams.
Figure 13 shows six panels of 300 rays each, equally
spaced in longitude, originating roughly normal to the
500-m isobath as in Fig. 11. Here, a small random de-
viation angle from isobath-normal is introduced to each
ray to represent internal tide generation uncertainty.
Three groups, of two panels each, show rays for each of
three time periods (i.e., for three background ocean
states). The ray patterns differ substantially with respect
to time, but introducing the angular variability causes
less variation. One notable feature is that larger areas
with no rays are predicted to form and to subsequently
fill in with rays, with a time scale of a few days.
d. Validity of ray tracing
Next, to check whether the background field has spatial
variations that are consistent with ray tracing, the spatial
derivatives of the internal tidemode-one wavelength l are
computed to see if the criterion jdl/dxj  18 is met.
Figure 14 shows this using wavelengths computed for two
mode propagation directions, westward (direction index 9
of 36, heading 2558 in the computation) and southward
(direction 18, 1658 heading). The gradients are typically
between 22 and 2, with only one location not influenced
by bathymetry being below 23 (at [x, y] ; [200km, 0]).
e. Long-range ray tracing
The ray trajectories computed for internal tides propa-
gating into the Gulf Stream from the Gulf of Maine area
show very strong refraction. There are, however, large
areas of the oceanwhere the refraction from themesoscale
fields will be far less. Figure 15 shows rays for a larger
section of the 4-kmHYCOMwestern North Atlantic field
outputs. The rays are in two groups with a gap so that rays
FIG. 12. Rays moving outward from the 500-m isobath in the eastern beam are plotted for six 2-day nonoverlapping time windows.
Seventy-three rays are shown starting at 66838.9520W (2938210E) with an increment of 30 longitude. Currents and isobaths are shown as
in Fig. 11.
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do not pass over the Corner Rise Seamounts where high
modal wavenumber gradients will be present. The rays
start at heading 2758. The northern group shows a caustic
at (39.58N, 3128E) near the ray origins, and some of the
rays become trapped in theGulf Stream jet (area of low c1,
indicated as cp in the plot). The southern group shows
much less refraction than the northern group because the
model property gradients are weaker. The existence of
relatively straight rays in areas with weaker eddy activity is
in agreement with observations (Zhao and Alford 2009).
FIG. 13.Many rays originating in thewestern beamarea are plotted formean field conditions for three 48-hwindows
extracted from the 4-km HYCOM simulation. Rays start at the smoothed 500-m isobath in directions normal to the
isobath, each with an addition random perturbation angle taken from a group with zero mean and standard deviation
28. The perturbations allow ray-path sensitivities to initial conditions to be examined. Each panel shows 300 rays. Each
panel also shows three lines, with rays crossing the western line shown in white, rays crossing the southern line in red,
and rays crossing the eastern line in pink. The quantities of each color of ray are printed above each panel (W, S, E
corresponding to white, red, pink). (a) Rays for day 182 window, angle perturbation set 1. (b) As in (a), but angle
perturbation set 2 is used. (c)Rays for day 186window, angle perturbation group 3. (d)As in (c), but perturbation set 4
is used. (e) Rays for day 190 window, angle perturbation group 5. (f) As in (e), but perturbation set 6 is used.
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Note that long-range ray calculations of the type
shown in Fig. 15 must include a curvature term to satisfy
the constraint that the rays remain on the geoid; in other
words, for an ocean of no current, uniform stratification,
and uniform depth, modal ray trajectories would lie near
geodesics, departing due to the beta effect (Zhao et al.
2018). It has been shown that propagating wave ray
trajectories on the Earth can be computed by separately
computing the angular deviation due to the geoid con-
straint and the angular deviation due to media effects
(Heaney et al. 1991). For an ellipsoidal geoid such as
World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84), the polar and
equatorial radii rp and req and the eccentricity «5 (12
rp
2/req
2 )1/2 are sufficient to determine the geodesic an-
gular deflection per unit distance along a computed
trajectory
da
ds
5
sina
g
y(f)
tanf , (8)
where y(f) 5 req (1 2 «
2 sin2f)21/2, ag is ray trajectory
angle clockwise from north, andf is latitude. Resolution
FIG. 14. The gradients dl/dx and dl/dy are plotted to evaluate whether the criterion jdl/dxj  18 is met.
Gradients are plotted for the phase speeds of modes having wavenumbers in two directions, approximately
(a),(b) westward (2558) and (c),(d) southward (1658). Here, coordinate x is southward at heading 1658, and y is at
heading 758. The lines of high gradient at the lower left of (a) and (c) mark the south edge of Georges Bank.
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of this into coordinates and inserting the appropriate
terms into the ray equations [(5)] allows the deflection
because of the geoid constraint to be approximated. The
beta effect is properly handled if the full modes are
employed and local f is used everywhere.
f. Higher-order modal rays
Figure 16 shows rays of modes one, two, and three that
move southward and eastward from the eastern Gulf of
Maine radiation site to behave similarly to one another.
Here, one-half as many rays are plotted for the eastern
flux beam as are shown in Fig. 6a. Mode-one rays that
travel southward are less likely to be trapped in the Gulf
Stream and move upstream than mode-two and mode-
three rays. Mode-three rays are the most likely to be
trapped.
g. Relation of variable ray paths to spectral spreading
of internal tide energy
In a steady-state system, internal tidal modal waves
analyzed for a single tidal constituent from fixed gen-
eration sites tied to the seabed, as done here, will have
constant frequency in the Eulerian reference frame.
Wave fields associated with crossing and interfering
waves (rays) of one frequency will have waveforms of
that frequency. Thus, incoherence of internal tides does
not stem solely from the processes examined here.
However, it is easy to show that a sum of fixed-ray-path
waves of identical frequency at generation, each with
time-dependent amplitudes, will create phase shifts and
departure of the resultant waveform from the genera-
tion frequency. Evolving multiple ray paths adding to
form a resultant internal tide phasor will also exhibit
phase wander, that is, an incoherent internal tide. In-
ternal tides in evolving background conditions causing
ray-origin changes (moving generation sites) could be
modeled with amplitude dependence of fixed-path rays:
energy from some rays will fade as energy from others
grows, simulating the generation-site movement. This
process will lead to wandering phase of internal tidal
waveforms measured in the Eulerian frame and can be
modeled with rays if desired, despite the fact that fre-
quency is preserved as modal waves propagate along
ray paths.
FIG. 15. Full-mode M2 mode-one ray trajectories directed westward are shown in a large
domain. The mode-one phase speed for westward wavenumber is plotted in color, and 1000,
2000, 3000, and 4000m isobaths are shown. The Gulf Stream area is at the upper left. Rays are
not plotted for the central latitudes where the Corner Seamounts cause high gradients of modal
wavenumber and the eikonal equation is less accurate. Rays in the southern area where there
are small gradients of the mode phase velocity do not refract as much as the rays directed
southward from the Gulf of Maine. Trapping in the Gulf Stream is seen at the upper left. A
caustic is seen at the upper right. The southward curvature of the ray paths caused by Earth
curvature is not noticeable in the presence of the refractive effects of medium variations.
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7. Summary and conclusions
The propagation of low-mode internal tides in the
ocean is an intricate wave propagation problem. Studies
of internal tide propagation made with computational
hydrodynamic models have uncovered behavior such as
time dependence of wave phase in eddy fields (decor-
relation) (Zaron and Egbert 2014; Buijsman et al. 2017;
Dunphy et al. 2017). However, clear physical explana-
tions of the behavior can be difficult to tease out of the
model fields. Here, we have used internal tidal modal ray
trajectory solutions to investigate refraction of internal
tides in barotropic currents. Modal properties of internal
waves in baroclinic currents with rotation and background
currents have been examined in detail, and modal-ray tra-
jectories in baroclinic currents have been examined for the
first time. In particular, behavior in Gulf Stream currents is
considered. Themotivation for choosing theGulf Stream is
that fields from a global ocean dynamical (computational)
model show veering internal tide energy fluxes in this area,
suggesting refraction. The strong refractive nature of
modeled ray trajectories in the Gulf Stream shows how the
strong azimuthal variations of mode properties in baro-
clinic currents cause that behavior.
One important finding is that propagating internal
tide modes are subject to very strong refraction in typ-
ical meandering western boundary current baroclinic
currents. In fact, it is found that few rays (i.e., little en-
ergy) will cross a current jet of this type. This results
from analysis of semidiurnal fields extracted from re-
alistically forced global HYCOM simulations, and analysis
of ray trajectories predicted using subtidal (background)
fields extracted from the same simulations. The ray result
strictly applies to adiabatic mode propagation, where mode
coupling is not considered, but the ray-path behaviors such
as refraction should also hold true for the uncoupled energy
fraction of a particular mode in the situation of mode cou-
pling, where the coupling would act to drain energy from
the mode under analysis. Another finding is that internal
tidal modes are subject to trapping in the mode-speed
minimum with respect to azimuth (the duct) that exists at
the direction pointing upstream into the current. A third
finding is that internal tide ray paths, which are illustrative
of energy-flux paths for the actual internal tides, are pre-
dicted to be highly variable in time because they are highly
sensitive to details of rapidly evolving oceanic flow features.
One major technical finding is that modal rays in baro-
clinic currents cannot be well approximated by rays traced
in barotropic currents. Another is that the critical angle for
semidiurnal mode-one ray trapping in an upstream di-
rection in the Gulf Stream is approximately 508.
Unlike normal mode sets that disregard currents and
rotation, as used in internal tide studies that try to ex-
amine full internal tide solutions using coupled mode
equations in 2D (e.g., Griffiths and Grimshaw 2007) and
3D (Kelly et al. 2016), which form a complete basis
function set and are appropriate for constructing
FIG. 16. The M2 ray trajectories of the eastern beam computed using full modes for one time
snapshot are plotted. Rays for modes one, two, and three are colored blue, green, and red,
respectively. Bathymetry is contoured at 0, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000m. Internal tidal energy
fluxes from 4-km HYCOM for 1 Jul are shown in white. Surface current vectors are shown in
black (1–2 Jul time period). SSH is contoured in color (1–2 Jul time period).
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solutions to the wave equation frommodal components,
the dynamically sensitive modes utilized here are not or-
thogonal, are not even unique at a given location when
currents are sheared, and are not appropriate for that
purpose. The modes used here are more closely tied to
wave propagation behavior in variable media (i.e., strong
mesoscale heterogeneity) and are well suited to internal
tide propagation studies. Their use to study unimodal
propagation, where effects of mode coupling are assumed
to be small and are disregarded, requires assumptions that
are no more restrictive than the typical local-mode and
adiabatic-mode approximations (Rainville and Pinkel
2006), as long as it is recognized that reconstruction of the
full multimode wavefield solution is beyond the capability
of themethod. Finally, note that extensions of raymethods
can produce predictions for full wave fields (amplitude and
phase everywhere; Porter and Bucker 1987), but these
dependon the paraxial approximation of limited refraction
which is not consistent with the ray trajectories found here,
so these methods are not used here.
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APPENDIX
Ray Equations for Two-Dimensional Waves with
Anisotropic Wavenumbers
The equations governing ray trajectories with aniso-
tropic (azimuthally dependent) wavenumbers can be
derived using Fermat’s Principle of Least Action and an
eikonal equation. The derivation begins with the as-
sumption of a progressive wave solution, which yields
the eikonal equation. The eikonal equation relates gra-
dients of wave phase and the local wave speed. Using the
definitions of section 2, one can express a progressive
modal wave of fixed frequency v by
c
h
(x, y, t)5A(x, y) ~w(x, y) exp(2ivt) ,
~w(x, y)5 exp[ixk(x, y)1 iyl(x, y)]5 exp[ivf(x, y)]
5exp[iv(xS
x
1 yS
y
)] , (A1)
where wavenumber k(x, y) 5 (k, l), Sx 5 k/v, Sy 5 l/v,
and slowness vector S5 k/v. The spatial dependence of
the eikonal function f (units of time) is related to the
medium properties via
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If the partial derivatives of the S components are set to
zero, which is the local mode approximation, then the
eikonal equation results:
p2x1 p
2
y5 S
2
x1 S
2
y5 S
2 , (A3)
where S 5 jSj. The local mode approximation has al-
ready been invoked to justify the use of modes to
study internal tide propagation, so this is not an addi-
tional restriction. The vertical-variation mode equations
strictly apply only to x and y invariant situations and
are extended to the noninvariant scenario through this
approximation.
The sum of the contributions from all paths (the path
integral) will be a sum of complex exponentials, and the
sum will be zero for the majority of paths. However,
subgroups of related paths surrounding a path with
stationary phase (a path exhibiting an extremum of
f with respect to path variation d) will give a nonzero
result. This is Fermat’s Principle of Least Action,
which generalizes to Hamilton’s Variational Principle
for dynamical systems without dissipation (Saletan
and Cromer 1971). Fermat’s Principle is
05 d
ð
df
dt
dt5 d
ð
p
x
dx
dt
1 p
y
dy
dt

dt , (A4)
where the integration over time is made along the path
taken by the energy of the wave (the ray), which is not
required to be everywhere normal to the phase front
defined by the momentum with components (px, py).
Equivalently, one can write
05 d
ð
Lds5 d
ð
ds
c
r
, (A5)
where cr 5 c cos(a 2 b) is the projection of the wave
phase velocity (in the direction normal to the phase front
for waves with energy moving along the ray trajectory;
Fig. A1) onto the ray-path increment ds (Ugincius 1972),
but this form is not needed and is not used further.
The eikonal equation provides a constraint that fa-
cilitates finding a solution, and the equivalent extremum
that is analyzed here is
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The integrand in all cases is the system Lagrangian L.
The Hamiltonian H of the system is the dot product of
speed and momentum (the first two terms) minus L, so
that with the constraint we haveH5 1/2l(px
21 py
22 S2),
where the multiplier has been adjusted by 1/2 for nota-
tion convenience later. The fact that H is conserved
along energy propagation paths (ray paths), along which
the action is minimized, results in the canonical equa-
tions relatingH, the positions, and themomenta that can
be solved to yield the paths (Saletan and Cromer 1971;
Lighthill 1978)
dx
dz
5
›H
›p
x
,
dy
dz
5
›H
›p
y
,
dp
x
dz
5
2›H
›x
,
dp
y
dz
5
2›H
›y
. (A7a–A7d)
The independent variable z is required to be mono-
tonically increasing along the paths (x, y). If l is di-
mensionless then the independent variable z would have
units of length squared over time. The relationship be-
tween z and the incremental distance along the ray path
can be determined from these equations and is given
later. Reducing the (A7) equations to a more readily
usable form is now undertaken. The process requires the
following rules and definitions:
d the phase front normal (propagation) direction is
a 5 arc tan(py/px)
d the ray angle is b 5 arc tan(dy/dx)
d px 5 S(a) cosa and py 5 S(a) sina
d (1 1 tan2u)21/2 5 cosu
d tan(a 2 b) 5 (tana 2 tanb)/(1 1 tana tanb)
d S2(a) 5 (px
2 1 py
2) 5 S2(a)(cos2a 1 sin2a) (x, y depen-
dence suppressed).
The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. A1.
Begin with one of the canonical equations:
dx
dz
5
›H
›p
x
5l
"
p
x
2S(a)
›S
›u

u5a
›u
›p
x

u5a
#
, (A8)
where the angular partial derivatives are evaluated in
the direction normal to isophase lines. From the defini-
tion of a, the final derivative is
›u
›p
x

u5a
5
21
11 tan2a
p
y
p2x
, (A9)
so that
dx
dz
5 l

p
x
1 S(a)
›S
›u

u5a
1
11 tan2a
p
y
p2x

. (A10)
Substituting for the px and py terms and converting the
term with the tangent squared to cos2a,
dx
dz
5l

S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a

. (A11)
A second canonical equation can be evaluated by
noting that
›u
›p
y

u5a
5
1
11 tan2a
1
p
x
, (A12)
which gives
dy
dz
5l

S(a) sina2 cosa
›S
›u

u5a

. (A13)
At this point the ray angle b can be determined by the
two z derivatives,
tanb5
dy/dz
dx/dz
5
dy
dx
5
S(a) sina2 cosa
›S
›u

u5a
S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a
5
S(a) tana2
›S
›u

u5a
S(a)1 tana
›S
›u

u5a
, (A14)
from which one can evaluate the skew angle a 2 b (see
Fig. A1; Newberry and Thompson 1989),
FIG. A1. The angles of the normal to the phase isolines and of the
line tangent to the ray trajectory are shown, measured with respect
to a baseline direction. In this example, the effect of the flow in-
creases the group velocity in the ‘‘angle zero’’ direction.
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›S/›uj
u5a
S
5
tana2 tanb
11 tana tanb
5 tan(a2b) ,
cos(a2b)5
"
S2(a)
S2(a)1 (›S/›uj
u5a
)2
#1/2
. (A15)
A characteristic of wave propagation is that en-
ergy travels in the direction of the group velocity,
which is verified by considering the tangent of the ray
angle b:
tanb5
S(a) sina2 cosa
›S
›u

u5a
 
=12v
S
›S
›v
S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a
 
=12v
S
›S
›v
5
V
gy
V
gx
,
(A16)
where (Vgx, Vgy) 5 (dv/dk, dv/dl) 5 (dv/dS dS/dk,
dv/dS dS/dl) is the group velocity vector.
From the definition of the arc length increment
ds along the ray, ds5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dx21 dy2
p
, one can deter-
mine the derivative of the arc length s with respect
to x:
ds
dx
5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
11

dy
dx
2s
5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
11
S(a) tana2
›S
›u

u5a
S(a)1 tana
›S
›u

u5a
2
6664
3
7775
2
vuuuuuut
5
S(a)
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
11
›S
›u

u5a
=S(a)
 2s
S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a
, (A17)
and then write
ds
dx
5
S(a)
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
11 tan2(a2b)
p
S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a
, (A18)
which can be modified by using the relationship of tan-
gent to cosine, then inverted to form
dx
ds
5 [S(a)]21 cos(a2b)

S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a

.
(A19)
Combining (A19) and (A11) yields
dz
ds
5 [lS(a)]21 cos(a2b) . (A20)
Thus, the independent variable z is the arc length projection
on to the phase normal scaled by the slowness and l to give
the units of phase (time). Combining (A20) and (A13) gives
dy
ds
5 [S(a)]21 cos(a2b)

S(a) sina2 cosa
›S
›u

u5a

.
(A21)
The third and fourth canonical equations are simpler to
evaluate,
dp
x
ds
5
›p
x
›z
dz
ds
5
2›H
›x
dz
ds
5 cos(a2b)
›S
›x
,
dp
y
ds
5
›p
y
›z
dz
ds
5
2›H
›y
dz
ds
5 cos(a2b)
›S
›y
,
(A22a, A22b)
providing the full set of ray trajectory equations
dx
ds
5

S(a) cosa1 sina
›S
›u

u5a

Q ,
dy
ds
5

S(a) sina2 cosa
›S
›u

u5a

Q ,
dp
x
ds
5 S(a)
›S
›x
Q ,
dp
y
ds
5 S(a)
›S
›y
Q , and
Q5 [S(a)]21 cos(a2b)
5
"
S2(a)1

›S
›u

u5a
2#21/2
. (A23a–A23e)
Trajectories computed with the generalized aniso-
tropic equations [(A23)] have been compared to results
obtained using Snell’s law for waves in a unidirectional
wind (Hohenwarter and Jelinek 2000). This is a special
case of waves with anisotropic phase speed (anisotropic
wavenumber), with wave speed given by the vector sum
of the current and the isotropic wave speed vector in the
direction normal to the phase front. The slowness vector
thus contains a cosine of the wave angle, and ›S/›u has
an analytical form. Figure A2 shows the comparison.
The agreement is acceptable considering the very long
length of the ray trace.
In the case of isotropic slowness the angular de-
rivatives are zero,M5 tana, the factorQ5 S(a)21, and
(A23a)–(A23d) become the standard ray equations
dx/ds5 cosa
dy/ds5 sina
dp
x
/ds5 ›S/›x
dp
y
/ds5 ›S/›y . (A24a–A24d)
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